
Dear members of the An
1/dn

2 program„

Please find below a list of questions that came up while I read the slides. They are organized by topics.

Thank you,

Alexandre Deur

1 General questions concerning the An
1 and dn

2 experiments:
1. What would be the impact on the two programs if the 3% accuracy in the polarimetry is not reached? In

other words, what accuracy would still be tolerable? The reason I am asking is that, as far as I know, 3% is
the state of the art for the JLab polarized 3He target after a 20 year process of improvements. The new target
has some significant changes, will be run in a new place (Hall C, with di!erent magnetic fields, mechanical
vibrations... than Hall A) and in a new context (e.g. synchrotron photons possibly accompanying the 11 GeV
beam), see specific questions in the sections below. It would not be surprising if one of the novelties hampers
reaching state of the art polarimetry. Also, I understand that 3% with the new system has not been fully
demonstrated yet in the target lab. So, what accuracy would be still compatible with a successful run?

2. Will An
1 be extracted using cross-section di!erence as well as asymmetry, as a general check of systematics?

3. Beam energy will be less that 11 GeV, maybe 10.5 GeV, due to cavity degradation with time. (High energy
can be reached at the cost of higher trip rate but this is a problem for the 3He target since it requires a slow
ramp-up to high current.) Is that a concern? What is the lowest energy tolerable for the two programs?

4. Less that 6-10 beam trips per hour is requested. With a 0.5 µA/s ramp up and a 30 µA current, it is an
overhead of 10%-17% in beam run time. Was this accounted for in the runplan?

5. An
1 assumes 60% polarization (dn

2 55%) in average during the run. The best average achieved in the 6 GeV era
is 55%, with up to 15 µA and a well understood target design and environment. What would be the lowest
average target polarization still compatible with a successful run?

6. Is vertex (i.e. mostly raster) correction needed for the An
1 and dn

2 analyzes?

7. For comparison, it would be useful to recall how long the 6 GeV An
1 and dn

2 analyzes took.

2 Target
1. Will empty target measurement be done for An

1 ? It is listed for dn
2 but not An

1 . It is useful for glass window
correction and to control backgrounds (e.g. halo, or bleedthrough beam going to the target wall).

2. Will synchrotron radiation be shined on the target? This was completely negligible in the 6 GeV era (it goes as
1/E4

beam, if I recall well) but it is important at 11 GeV. Does the beam transport to hall C (or chicanes if any,
or even raster magnets) create a synchrotron beam toward the target cell? If so, are the beam line windows
thick enough to block it? If not, what would be the e!ect on target polarization and radiation damage?

3. Can you list the materials in the beam line before reaching the 3He gas?

4. Were the mechanical vibrations at the pivot measured? If not, will they be measured and provision made to
damp the vibrations if they are a problem?

5. The NMR will see a small “cross-talk” between the target bottom chamber and the feeding/return convection
tubes. Was this studied? Can it be a problem for the polarimetry accuracy? (The polarizations in the small
tubes will be somewhat di!erent from the average ones within the NMR coils, creating a polarimetry bias).
For the EG4 experiment (DNP target), this type of cross-talk was enough of a problem to make the NMR
polarimetry useless.
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6. Is the target ladder interfaced with FSD? Are there any other protections, such as beam position FSD?

7. Is there a laser hut in the Hall C set-up? If not, what is the layout of the laser/fiber system?

8. Although this detail is not mentioned, I assume a special exhaust will be in place to let the cooling jets’ 4He
out of the hall without degrading the PMT.

9. If for some unforeseen reason, the new target design makes it prone to beam-related explosions (e.g. the two
transfer tubes now very close to the hot windows creates additional stress), is there a plan to fall-back on the
old target design used in the original proposals? If so, will old-style targets, oven,... be available, and can it
be done in a timely manner?

3 Beam and Beamline
1. Is there any requirement from An

1 and dn
2 on beam energy stability? Presently, in Hall D, variations of about

10 MeV occur during a whole run period, with several MeV variations possible within an hour. In the past
few years, several 10s of MeV changes have been seen during a run period, typically after significant beam
retunings.

2. I understand that the SIDIS experiment, running before An
1 and dn

2 , will checkout the Moller polarimeter.
However, 12 GeV will still be an unfamiliar situation with possibly a more varying beam polarization (e.g
because of the bleedthrough: the 12 GeV Source is di!erent than the 6 GeV one with now more sources
of bleedthrough. Another example could be tune-dependent polarization because of depolarization from the
synchrotron radiation that was negligible in the 6 GeV era). Without experience of the 12 GeV beam, it seems
daring to trust a 2% accuracy on beam polarimetry with measurements done every 1-2 weeks. Should the two
collaborations invest in running the Hall C Compton for continuous monitoring and cross-check of the Moller
polarimetry?

3. I assume that is the helicity-related DAQ will have been checked by the SIDIS experiment?

4. The uncertainty from radiative correction for the Moller polarimetry are listed as 0.02% In Hall A, Eugene
rekon them to be about 0.3%. What is the significant di!erence between the two systems?

5. What is the sensitivity of the Moller uncertainty on the foil orientation?

6. What is the sensitivity of the Moller uncertainty on the computed magnetization, foil purity and machining?

7. What is the status of the bleedthrough in Hall C (a question for Jay Benesh). What levels are expected from
the di!erent halls (although Hall B runs very low current, its laser power is high).

8. What is the status of the charge asymmetry and beam position controls? Since there is no parity program in
12 GeV Hall C, is less than 50ppm charge asymmetry in Hall C easily achievable? (another question for Jay
Benesh)

9. Is the <300 µm beam intrinsic size at the target easily achievable? (another question for Jay Benesh)

10. Was the beam deflection due to the target field checked (so that the beam dump is not missed, or that there
is no beam scrapping that would keep tripping the FSD/MPS systems)?

11. Are the 60Hz beam position oscillations important in Hall C? Are they compensated for? If not, is it a
problem for the beam polarimetry or for the target?

12. The beam charge uncertainty for dn
2 is listed as less than 1%. Is easily achievable? Do Unser calibrations need

to be scheduled?

13. Jay mentions the slow raster. Will it be used for the An
1 and dn

2 experiments? If so, what would be the
purpose? (I assume the fast raster is always on.)
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14. Will the beam position after rastering be given by the raster coil current information? Or will BPM (with
possible timing delay) information be needed? (The analysis of the circular raster in Hall A for E94010 was
very delicate because BPM information was necessary. But that was 20 years ago.) For information, the
circular raster pattern in Hall A E94010 was not very flat, see figure. I assume this is not too relevant to An

1

and dn
2 .

4 Radiation calculation
1. In Jixie Zhang’s list of parameters, only gaseous 3He is listed. Was the in-beam windows (metal and glass)

accounted for? (e.g. two 100 µm GE180 windows are 20 times thicker than 10 Atm. of 40cm He at 200C .)
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